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Abstract Different strengths and types of radiative forcings cause variations in the climate sensitivities and efficacies. To relate these changes to their physical origin,
this study tests whether a feedback analysis is a suitable
approach. For this end, we apply the partial radiative perturbation method. Combining the forward and backward
calculation turns out to be indispensable to ensure the additivity of feedbacks and to yield a closed forcing-feedbackbalance at top of the atmosphere. For a set of CO2-forced
simulations, the climate sensitivity changes with increasing forcing. The albedo, cloud and combined water vapour
and lapse rate feedback are found to be responsible for the
variations in the climate sensitivity. An O3-forced simulation (induced by enhanced NOx and CO surface emissions)
causes a smaller efficacy than a CO2-forced simulation with
a similar magnitude of forcing. We find that the Planck,
albedo and most likely the cloud feedback are responsible
for this effect. Reducing the radiative forcing impedes the
statistical separability of feedbacks. We additionally discuss formal inconsistencies between the common ways of
comparing climate sensitivities and feedbacks. Moreover,
methodical recommendations for future work are given.
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1 Introduction
The radiative forcing concept is fundamental for our understanding of how the climate reacts to an external perturbation (e.g. Shine et al. 1990; Hansen et al. 1997; Myhre et al.
2013). Radiative forcing is the net radiative flux imbalance
(defined at top of the atmosphere or at the tropopause) that
is induced by a perturbation of e.g. solar radiation or a radiatively active tracer. The climate sensitivity (i.e. the global
mean surface temperature change per unit radiative forcing)
crucially depends on a number of feedbacks, such as the
atmospheric temperature, surface albedo, water vapour and
cloud feedback. These feedbacks are only known with limited accuracy (Bony et al. 2006) and at least parts of them
are not fully understood. The climate sensitivity as well as
the climate feedbacks show a large spread among the climate
models. In particular, the cloud feedback has a high uncertainty (e.g. Cess et al. 1989; Ringer et al. 2006; Vial et al.
2013). Global radiative feedback analysis (e.g. Hansen et al.
1984; Colman 2003; Bony et al. 2006; Soden and Held 2006;
Andrews et al. 2012; Sherwood et al. 2014) has become a
common and important tool in climate research. It is almost
indispensable for the purpose of understanding the forcingresponse relation and the sensitivity of our climate system.
The climate sensitivity varies not only in CO2-driven
simulations of various climate models, but it also differs
between CO2 and non-CO2-driven simulations within the
same climate model (e.g. Hansen et al. 1997, 2005; Stuber
et al. 2005; Berntsen et al. 2005; Shindell 2014). In these
cases, the simple linear relation between radiative forcing
RF and global mean surface temperature response ΔTs

ΔTS = 𝜆 ⋅ RF

(1)

is not fulfilled because the climate sensitivity λ is assumed
be independent from the perturbation. This hampers the
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general applicability of the RF concept. To retain its applicability, Hansen et al. (2005) proposed to attribute a specific efficacy parameter for each non-CO2 radiative forcing.
The efficacy r is defined via
(2)

ΔTS = 𝜆CO2 ⋅ r ⋅ RF

as r = 𝜆∕𝜆CO2. The “standard climate sensitivity” 𝜆CO2 is
obtained by choosing a CO2-driven simulation as the reference simulation.
Various definitions of radiative forcing (Eq. 1), which
establish various frameworks of climate sensitivity and efficacies, exist. The effective radiative forcing (ERF) framework, based on conceptual developments initiated by Gregory et al. (2004) and Shine et al. (2003), has been favoured
in most recent climate research, i.e. since the 5th IPCC
assessment report (AR5, in particular, Myhre et al. 2013).
The ERF’s merits are twofold. First, “rapid radiative adjustments”, directly induced by the radiative forcing, can be
cleanly separated from “slow radiative feedbacks”, induced
by the gradual surface temperature increase. Second, the
ERF has helped to limit the diversity of efficacies, in particular for the radiative forcing from absorbing aerosols
(Hansen et al. 2005; Shine et al. 2012). It has also improved
our understanding of the cloud feedback which contains a
large rapid adjustment contribution in CO2-driven climate
change simulations (Gregory and Webb 2008; Andrews
and Forster 2008; Vial et al. 2013). However, as noted by
Myhre et al. (2013), the ERF framework also has an important shortcoming: radiative forcings, rapid forcing adjustments and radiative feedbacks calculated with this method
have a much higher statistical uncertainty compared to the
classical concept of stratosphere adjusted radiative forcing.
This will form a severe problem when moderate forcings,
e.g. around 1 Wm−2, are used (for example Marvel et al.
2016, supplemental material). Consequently, most studies applying the ERF concept have been performed on the
basis of CO2 quadrupling simulations (i.e. a large radiative forcing between 6 and 8 Wm−2, e.g. Andrews et al.
2012; Vial et al. 2013; Zelinka et al. 2013). However, in
the present paper we also focus on the climate sensitivity of
moderate forcings around 1 Wm− 2. Therefore, we decided
Table 1  Key parameters of
the equilibrium climate change
simulations

to use the classical stratosphere adjusted radiative forcing
RFadj framework that allows deriving forcing and feedback
parameters with less statistical uncertainty (e.g., Dietmüller
et al. 2014; Marvel et al. 2016). This decision is additionally justified as variations in efficacies may not generally
reduce for non-CO2 forcings under the ERF concept (Shindell 2014; Marvel et al. 2016).
Feedback analysis has been previously applied mainly to
explain inter-model climate sensitivity variations. However,
it may be used in a similar way to uncover the origin of
climate sensitivity and efficacy variations between different forcings (Yoshimori and Broccoli 2008). So far, this has
mainly been tried for idealized perturbations (e.g. Stuber
et al. 2005). In this paper the potential of a complete feedback analysis to understand climate sensitivity and efficacy
difference within one model framework will be explored.
We address related methodical issues and give recommendations for optimal use of the analysis method.

2 Data and methods
2.1 Equilibrium climate change simulations
The set of equilibrium climate change simulations used
for this paper is listed in Table 1. All simulations were
run with the ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry
(EMAC) model (Jöckel et al. 2006). EMAC is a numerical chemistry and climate simulation system that includes
sub-models describing tropospheric and middle atmosphere processes and their interaction with oceans, land and
human influences. It uses the first version of the Modular
Earth Submodel System (MESSy1) to link multi-institutional computer codes. The core atmospheric model is the
5th generation European Centre Hamburg general circulation model (ECHAM5, Roeckner et al. 2006). It is coupled
to a mixed layer ocean (MLO) model of 50 m depth, also
including a thermodynamic sea ice model. Equilibrium climate change simulations have been extended over 50 years,
of which the first 26 years are not evaluated as they form
the spin-up of the MLO. The specific EMAC model setup

Simulation
REF
NOX + CO
1.2 × CO2
2 × CO2
4 × CO2

Reference simulation
O3 change from enhanced NOX and CO
Increase of CO2 by 75 ppmv
Doubling of CO2
Quadrupling of CO2

RFadj [Wm−2]

λadj [KW−1m2][95%
confi.]

r

–
1.22
1.06
4.13
8.93

–
0.63
0.73
0.70
0.91

–
0.86
1
0.96
1.25

–
[0.57; 0.69]
[0.67; 0.79]
[0.69; 0.72]
[0.90; 0.92]

The stratospheric adjusted radiative forcing RFadj, the corresponding climate sensitivity λadj (together with
their 95% confidence intervals) and the efficacies r are listed. The efficacy r is normalized to the 1.2 × CO2
simulation (see text)
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has been described in Dietmüller (2011) and Dietmüller
et al. (2014).
We investigate three CO2 increase simulations as given
in Table 1. The reference simulation has a near present-day
CO2 mixing ratio of 368 ppmv. The 1.2 × CO2 simulation
is forced by a CO2 increase of 75 ppmv yielding a RFadj
of 1.06 Wm−2. Non-CO2-driven simulations mostly have a
moderate forcing of around 1 Wm−2. Thus, to be able to
compare CO2 and non-CO2-driven simulations, we choose
the 1.2 × CO2 simulation to be the standard case. Consequently, the 1.2 × CO2 simulation has, by definition, an efficacy of 1. Moreover, we performed simulations with a doubling and a quadrupling of the CO2 concentration (2 × CO2
and 4 × CO2) resulting in a forcing of 4.13 and 8.93 Wm−2.
(Note that the simulations REF, 2 × CO2 and 4 × CO2 are
identical to simulations REF, 2*CO2uncoup and 4*CO2uncoup
described in Dietmüller et al. 2014.) As obvious from
Table 1, the resulting stratosphere adjusted climate sensitivities λadj of the 1.2 × CO2 and the 2 × CO2 experiments
do not differ on a 5% statistical significance level, while
4 × CO2 has a significantly enhanced climate sensitivity.
The non-CO2 simulation NOX + CO (Table 1) is driven
by an ozone perturbation induced by enhanced NOx and CO
surface emissions. For this simulation, an EMAC model
setup with interactive chemistry (see Dietmüller et al. 2014,
and references therein) has been run twice using prescribed
sea surface temperatures: first, with a present-day surface
emission inventory and, second, with ninefold increased
NOx and CO emissions (Dietmüller 2011). The resulting
ozone change pattern (Fig. 1) has then been implemented
in the model as a non-interactive ozone increment to force
the equilibrium climate change simulation NOX + CO. This
induces a RFadj of 1.22 Wm−2 (Table 1). The scaling factor
nine was chosen to yield a RF of around 1 Wm−2, which
makes NOX + CO comparable to 1.2 × CO2 (as ranging on
a similar RF level). At the same time, the RF level in both
simulations was supposed to be large enough to keep the
statistical uncertainty of ΔTs and λ within reasonable limits
(see Sect. 3.4). Note that the ozone distribution in all other
simulations (except for NOX + CO) is the same as in REF.
2.2 Partial radiative perturbation analysis
In order to identify the feedback processes which are
responsible for the efficacy differences found in our simulations (Table 1), we use the partial radiative perturbation
(PRP) analysis (e.g. Wetherald and Manabe 1988; Colman
2003; Yoshimori and Broccoli 2008; Klocke et al. 2013).
We apply this method to the quasi-stationary part of the
equilibrium climate change simulations. In this equilibrium
phase the radiative forcing is fully balanced by climate
feedbacks. Thus, the total feedback parameter α equals the
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Fig. 1  Ozone increase distribution (displayed as an annual latitudeheight cross section) used as the forcing in the NOX + CO equilibrium climate change simulation. This ozone change pattern results
from enhanced NOx and CO surface emissions in an EMAC simulation with interactive chemistry and prescribed sea surface temperature (see text and Dietmüller 2011). The changes are given in % of the
ozone distribution simulated in REF. In the actual simulations, variation along latitudes and throughout the seasonal cycle are included

negative inverse of the climate sensitivity (Boer and Yu
2003; Jonko et al. 2013):

𝛼 = −1∕𝜆

(3)

The total feedback parameter α can be regarded as the
sum of various individual feedback parameters αi. Each αi
represents a physically well-defined feedback process controlled by one or few climate variables xi:

𝛼=

∑
i

)
(
∑ Δi R Δxi
𝛼i =
⋅
+ RES
Δxi ΔTS
i

(4)

Changes of radiatively active variables Δxi (e.g. water
vapour and surface albedo) induce a change of the radiative
flux ΔiR. These radiative flux feedbacks amplify or dampen
the external radiative forcing, hence modifying the equilibrium surface temperature response (ΔTs).
The PRP concept is based on the crucial assumption that
the feedback processes are sufficiently separable and result
in a largely closed radiative balance at the top of the atmosphere (TOA). This implies a small residuum RES in Eq. 4.
The validity of this assumption will be put under scrutiny
in this paper. Previous work has indicated that RES is near
10% or more of the feedbacks’ sum (Shell et al. 2008;
Klocke et al. 2013).
The classical set of feedback parameters αi includes the
water vapour feedback αq, the surface albedo feedback αA,
the cloud feedback αC, the tropospheric lapse rate feedback αLR and the so-called Planck feedback αpla (Bony
et al. 2006). We explicitly introduce a separate temperature
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related feedback parameter αstr which represents the radiative impact of stratospheric temperature changes. These
changes are related to distinct processes fundamentally different from, both, the Planck and the lapse rate feedback.
The latter are related to convective mixing of surface and
tropospheric temperature changes through the depth of the
troposphere. αstr is required to close the balance between
forcing and feedbacks in Eq. 3. Previous studies have partly
lumped together stratospheric and tropospheric temperature feedbacks (see discussion in Colman 2003). In other
studies, mainly addressing CO2 forcing simulations, the
stratospheric temperature change has been assumed to be
part of RFadj or ERF. In these cases, the main part of the
stratospheric temperature change is directly induced by the
CO2 increase rather than by the slowly evolving sea surface
temperature change.
We prefer to apply the PRP analysis over alternative
feedback analysis methods like the radiative kernel method
(e.g. Soden et al. 2008; Shell et al. 2008; Block and Mauritsen 2013) or feedback calculation involving stratospheric
temperature adjustment (Stuber et al. 2001). Despite of
their specific merits, these methods seem less appropriate
for the goals pursued here. The main problem is that they
do not allow a direct calculation of the cloud feedback.
Thus, the required check of the residuum RES in Eq. 4 cannot be accomplished. As mentioned, a sufficiently small
RES is essential to assess whether efficacy differences may
be attributed to changes in certain feedbacks. Moreover, the
radiative kernel method includes strict assumptions on linearity which are validated for CO2 forcing but not yet for
non-CO2 forcings. Hence, we start the feedback analysis
of non-CO2 driven simulations with the most fundamental method, where the basic assumptions can be checked
easily.
Technically, we use the 24 year equilibrium phase of
the EMAC experiments (Table 1) to extract twice daily
data for Δxi. They are used as input to a radiative transfer
model (derived from the ECHAM5 model, Klocke 2011;
Klocke et al. 2013) that is fully consistent with the radiation parameterisation used in the EMAC simulations in
Table 1 (Dietmüller et al. 2014). Correlations between individual feedbacks can be reduced by combining two variants
of the PRP method: the “forward” and the “backward” PRP
calculation (Colman and McAvaney 1997; Aires and Rossow 2003; Klocke et al. 2013; Geoffroy et al. 2014). In the
forward (fw) case, all parameters except the key parameter
x′ i are taken from the reference simulation to calculate the
radiative flux change Δi R(fw):

(
)
Δi R(fw) = R x� i , xj − R(xi , xj )

(5)

The climate variables of the climate change simulation are denoted by a prime to distinguish them from the
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variables of the reference simulation. In the backward (bw)
case, all parameters except for the key parameter xi are
taken from the climate change simulation to calculate the
radiative flux change Δi R(bw) :

( (
)
(
))
Δi R(bw) = − R xi , x� j − R x� i , x� j

(6)

The actual feedback is then simply determined as the
mean of fw and bw PRP calculations, i.e.:
{
}
Δi R = 0.5 ⋅ Δi R(fw) + Δi R(bw)
(7)

As the closure of the feedback balance is crucial for our
purposes, we will pay extra attention to the effect of this
calculation method to the size of RES (Eq. 4).
Finally, the feedback parameters are obtained as
𝛼i = Δi R∕ΔTS. We emphasize, however, that some feedbacks like the cloud and the stratospheric temperature feedback may include components that are actually not linked
to ΔTS.

3 Results
3.1 Feedback analysis of CO2 increase simulations
As an example for all CO2 increase simulations (1.2 × CO2,
2 × CO2, 4 × CO2), Fig. 2 shows the global distribution of
the feedback parameters for the 2 × CO2 simulation. The
patterns for the other CO2 increase simulations are very
similar, but 2 × CO2 results are best compared with the
numerous previous studies available from other climate
models (see Bony et al. 2006; Randall et al. 2007, and references therein). Results are presented as the mean of fw
and bw PRP calculations (Eq. 7). Positive values indicate
an increased downward radiative flux at TOA and thus a
positive radiative feedback that supports the warming effect
of the CO2 doubling.
The temperature feedback is split up into the Planck, the
lapse rate and the stratospheric temperature feedback. The
Planck feedback αpla describes the flux changes due to the
surface temperature change which is assumed to be constant throughout the whole troposphere. The geographical
distribution of αpla closely follows the pattern of the surface
temperature response. The global mean is −3.11 Wm−2K−1
with a 95% confidence interval of 0.01 Wm−2K−1 (derived
from the interannual standard deviation). The Planck feedback is the largest negative contribution to the total feedback that balances the radiative forcing. Soden and Held
(2006) report Planck feedbacks for 14 different climate
models, from which we determine a multi-model mean and
inter-model standard deviation of (−3.21 ± 0.04) Wm−2K−1.
The slightly smaller Planck feedback yielded here is most
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Fig. 2  Global distribution of Planck, lapse rate, stratospheric temperature, water vapour, albedo and cloud feedback parameters of the 2 × CO2
simulation at TOA for the combined (fw + bw) PRP calculation. Units are Wm− 2K− 1. Positive values denote an increase in downward radiation

likely caused by a slight difference in the definition of the
tropopause.
The global distribution of the lapse rate feedback αLR is
characterised by positive values at high latitudes and negative values at low latitudes. Doubling of CO2 decreases the
lapse rate in the tropics and increases it near the poles. This
causes a more (less) effective longwave cooling to space at
low (high) latitudes. The global average is negative and has
a value of (−0.86 ± 0.04) Wm−2K−1, which is within the
multi-model mean of (−0.84 ± 0.26) Wm−2K−1 reported by
Bony et al. (2006).

The stratospheric temperature feedback αstr shows a very
homogeneous geographical distribution. Enhanced CO2
concentration leads to a stratospheric cooling, reducing
the outgoing longwave radiation at TOA. The stratospheric
temperature change is caused, on the one hand, by the
direct (quasi-instantaneous) CO2 radiative effect and, on
the other hand, by changes in dynamic and radiative heating distribution which are controlled by the surface temperature change and thus evolve gradually during the simulation. The global feedback parameter and its corresponding
95% confidence interval is (0.56 ± 0.01) Wm−2K−1. The
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comparatively small value of (0.29 ± 0.06) Wm−2K−1
which just remains within the relatively broad range of the
multi-model mean (0.69 ± 0.38) Wm−2K−1 (Bony et al.
2006). The shortwave (−0.13 ± 0.06 Wm−2K−1) and longwave (0.42 ± 0.02 Wm−2K−1) components of the cloud
feedback have opposite signs for the 2 × CO2 simulation
(see Fig. 6), yet the longwave feedback dominates. However, as will be pointed out in the next sub-section, the sign
of the shortwave cloud feedback is not constant through the
set of CO2 increase simulations.

stratospheric temperature feedback makes a non-negligible
contribution to the total temperature feedback and has to
be accounted for closing the balance between forcing and
feedbacks.
Atmospheric water vapour increases as the troposphere warms, leading to a strong positive feedback αq
of (2.01 ± 0.03) Wm−2K−1. This result is near the upper
bound of the multi-model mean of (1.80 ± 0.18) Wm−2K−1
reported by Bony et al. (2006). Potential reasons for this
(mainly involving the water vapour reference state in
ECHAM5) have been discussed by Ingram (2012). The
longwave contribution to the water vapour feedback (82%)
dominates over the shortwave contribution (18%). The
water vapour feedback can be further split up into changes
from tropospheric and stratospheric water vapour. Since
we adopt the common convention to consider all feedbacks
at TOA, the contribution of tropospheric water vapour is
dominating by far (98%).
Radiative perturbations due to surface albedo
changes only occur at high latitudes, where the albedo
reduces in a warmer climate due to a melting of sea
ice and snow. Although the albedo feedback αA can
locally reach values up to 9 Wm−2K−1, its global average of (0.23 ± 0.01) Wm−2K−1 is rather small. This
is in good agreement with the multi-model mean of
(0.26 ± 0.08) Wm−2K−1 reported by Bony et al. (2006).
The cloud feedback αC shows locally high values up
to ±8 Wm−2K−1. However, the global average takes a

For explaining climate sensitivity variations by feedback analysis, a crucial requirement is that the sum of
the feedbacks exactly balances the radiative forcing
∑
(𝛼 = i 𝛼 i = RF∕ΔTS, Eqs. 1, 3, 4). In Fig. 3 we show this
balance by comparing the absolute value of the instantaneous radiative forcing RFinst (normalized by ΔTs) with the
total feedback α and the feedbacks’ sum ∑αi for the fw,
the bw and the combined (fw+bw) PRP calculations for
2 × CO2. To calculate the total feedback α for the fw PRP
calculation, all feedback relevant variables of the reference
simulation (but not the CO2 increase which causes the forcing) are replaced by the variables of the climate change
simulation and vice versa for the bw PRP calculation. All
feedbacks are calculated by the instantaneous flux change
at TOA. Thus, to consistently balance forcing and feedback,

Fig. 3  Additivity of feedbacks at TOA. The sum of feedbacks ∑αi
(red lines) and the total feedback α (blue lines) in Wm−2K−1 for
the 2 × CO2 simulation are compared. The fw, bw and combined
(fw + bw) PRP calculations are presented for 24 years. The dashed

lines indicate the multi-year mean values. The red shaded area represents the standard deviation of the feedbacks’ sum. Black solid
lines indicate the absolute value of the instantaneous radiative forcing
RFinst (normalized by ΔTs) in Wm−2K−1 at TOA
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it is necessary to also use the RFinst at TOA (rather than
RFadj from Table 1). The RFinst, the respective climate sensitivity λinst and the RFinst normalized by ΔTs for all simulations are listed in Table 2. The values for RFinst have been
yielded by a two-sided calculation (mean of the radiative
effects by adding CO2 to REF conditions and removing
CO2 from perturbed conditions), which appears to be most
consistent with the combined (fw + bw) PRP calculations
of the feedbacks. However, it must be noted that this calculation of RFinst is not consistent with the common definition of RFinst. According to the common definition, RFinst is
calculated by just adding a CO2 increment to the reference
concentration (i.e. 368 ppmv) under REF conditions, i.e. by
doing a ‘forward’ calculation. The results of forward calculations of RFinst are also included (in italics) to Table 2.
For the fw PRP calculation, Fig. 3 shows that neither
the feedbacks’ sum nor the total feedback equals the
RFinst (normalized by ΔTs) with the required accuracy.
Nor does the total feedback agree to the feedbacks’ sum.
This indicates that the individual feedbacks are not completely additive. For the bw PRP calculation, the total
feedback almost equals the radiative forcing (normalized
by ΔTs), but the sum of feedbacks deviates substantially.
Only the combined (fw + bw) PRP calculation shows an
almost perfect agreement of radiative forcing (normalized by ΔTs), feedbacks’ sum and total feedback. The
total feedback and the feedbacks’ sum deviate by less
than 0.01 Wm−2K−1, which may be regarded as negligibly small. The difference between the sum of feedbacks
and the radiative forcing is only 0.04 Wm−2K−1 which
corresponds to about 5% of the forcing. This is distinctly
smaller than in previous feedback studies (Shell et al.
2008; Klocke et al. 2013). Thus, the radiative equilibrium

Table 2  Key parameters of
the feedback analysis for the
equilibrium climate change
simulations
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is fully restored within the statistical uncertainty limits.
Moreover, tests for selected pairs or triples of individual
feedbacks (not shown) have confirmed that the additivity of individual feedbacks is only guaranteed when the
combined (fw + bw) calculation method is used. Consequently, only the combined (fw + bw) PRP calculation
meets the conceptual requirements of the PRP analysis
(see also Klocke et al. 2013).
If we apply the common definition of RFinst (italic
numbers Table 1) to our considerations above, we reach
the same conclusions as for the RFinst yielded by the
(fw + bw) calculation for 1.2 × CO2 and 2 × CO2. However, for the 4 × CO2 simulation the agreement between
the RFinst (normalized by ΔTs) and the feedbacks’ sum
∑αi vanishes. We suspect that a correlation between
the CO2 radiative impact and the temperature change is
responsible for this effect.
Moreover, the differences of fw and bw PRP calculations are clearly visible in the radiative flux changes. For
the three CO2 increase simulations, Fig. 4 shows the flux
changes which corresponds to the feedbacks. The differences of flux changes calculated with the fw and bw PRP
method (ΔiR(fw), ΔiR(bw)) grow with increasing forcing
for αpla, αstr and αA. Interestingly, for αlap, αq and αC, the
difference stays constant with increasing forcing. Figure 4
demonstrates that even the sign of αlap, αq and αC may differ between the fw and bw PRP calculation for 1.2 × CO2.
If feedback parameters αi (rather than flux changes ΔiR)
are considered, the spread spanned by fw and bw calculated results becomes even wider with decreasing forcing
for αlap, αq and αC. Hence, the correlations between the
individual feedbacks, which are responsible for the differences of fw and bw PRP calculations, appear not to
decrease with decreasing forcing.

Simulation

RFinst [Wm−2]

λinst [KW−1m2]

RFinst (normalized by
ΔTs) [Wm−2K−1]

∑αi [Wm−2K−1]

REF
NOX + CO

–
1.01 ± 0.000
1.01 ± 0.000
0.63 ± 0.000
0.61 ± 0.001
2.54 ± 0.002
2.34 ± 0.003
5.70 ± 0.004
4.81 ± 0.007

–
0.74 ± 0.05
0.74 ± 0.05
1.12 ± 0.07
1.15 ± 0.08
1.10 ± 0.02
1.19 ± 0.02
1.37 ± 0.02
1.63 ± 0.02

–
1.41 ± 0.12
1.40 ± 0.12
0.92 ± 0.06
0.90 ± 0.06
0.92 ± 0.02
0.84 ± 0.02
0.73 ± 0.01
0.62 ± 0.01

–
−1.33 ± 0.20

1.2 × CO2
2 × CO2
4 × CO2

−0.77 ± 0.22
−0.88 ± 0.07
−0.73 ± 0.03

The instantaneous radiative forcing RFinst, the corresponding climate sensitivity λinst, RFinst (normalized
by ΔTs) and the feedbacks’ sum ∑αi as well as their corresponding 95% confidence interval are listed. The
values of RFinst, λinst and RFinst (normalized by ΔTs) are calculated by a combined (fw + bw) PRR method,
while the italic numbers refer to the RFinst values according to the fw PRP calculation (see text). All values
are calculated year by year and then averaged
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Fig. 4  Comparison of flux changes (ΔiR(fw), ΔiR(bw), ΔiR) of the forward (fw), backward (bw) and combined (fw + bw) PRP method for
the 1.2 × CO2 (RFinst = 0.63 Wm−2), 2 × CO2 (RFinst = 2.54 Wm−2)

and 4 × CO2 (RFinst = 5.70 Wm−2) simulations. The uncertainty bars
reflect the interannual variability for each simulation

3.3 Feedback and climate sensitivity differences
for CO2 increase simulations

4 × CO2. Some of these trends can be easily explained.
For example, the 35% decrease of αA from 1.2 × CO2 to
4 × CO2 can be described as follows: in a warmer climate,
less snow and ice is available to melt if the warming continues. In the troposphere, αq is largely controlled by the
carrying capacity of warmer air under the constraint of
constant relative humidity. Its significant increase from
(1.88 ± 0.09) Wm−2K−1 to (2.18 ± 0.02) Wm−2K−1 is
in good agreement with respective results reported by
Colman and McAvaney (2009). The trend in αq can be
explained by an enhanced specific humidity in the upper
tropical troposphere. This process is connected to a
tropopause rise as the tropical sea surface temperatures
increases (Meraner et al. 2013; Dietmüller et al. 2014).
Note that, in contrast to the results of Colman and McAvaney (2009), the combined water vapour and lapse
rate feedback αq+LR also increases with increasing forcing for our simulations. Convection closely links these
two feedbacks together and thus, both feedbacks partly

The feedback parameters and their 95% confidence bars
derived from the interannual variability for the three CO2
increase simulations (1.2 × CO2, 2 × CO2, 4 × CO2) are
shown in Fig. 5. We first discuss the straightforward balance of feedbacks with RFinst at TOA (Fig. 5a; Table 2),
and then address the issue of stratospheric temperature
adjustment (Fig. 5b; Table 1).
The Planck feedback αpla stays rather constant as
the radiative forcing increases with the perturbation
strength. This feature of CO2 increase simulations has
been reported previously, e.g. by Colman and McAvaney
(2009). Other feedbacks show gradual changes in magnitude, either decreasing (αLR, αstr, αA) or increasing (αq)
with increasing forcing. For αstr, αA and αq, the 95%-confidence intervals do not overlap for the three simulations. This suggests significant trends from 1.2 × CO2 to
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Fig. 5  Comparison between the 1.2 × CO2, 2 × CO2 and 4 × CO2
simulations for the Planck αpla, lapse rate αLR, stratospheric temperature αstr, albedo αA, water vapour αq and cloud αC feedbacks (a) based
on instantaneous feedback calculations (b) based on the stratosphere
adjusted concept. Hatched columns indicate the combined water

compensate each other (Allan et al. 2002; Soden and
Held 2006; Sherwood et al. 2010).
The 95% confidence interval of the cloud feedback is
clearly the largest. This prevents the identification of a clear
trend for αC. Yet αC is found to be significantly enhanced
in 4 × CO2 compared to both 2 × CO2 and 1.2 × CO2 (on a
90% significance level). As shown in Fig. 6, this is mainly
induced by a change of sign in the shortwave component
of αC. The feature is consistent with a weakening negative
cloud phase feedback as the forcings increases (Mitchell
et al. 1989; McCoy et al. 2014; Tan et al. 2016). It is noteworthy that this effect has been indicated for CO2-driven
(Tan et al. 2016) and non-CO2 driven (Shine et al. 2012)
climate change simulations. The underlying regional processes cannot be studied further here as the statistical noise
is too high.
The feedbacks’ sum of the 1.2 × CO2 simulation shows
such a high statistical uncertainty (Table 2; Fig. 5a, b) that
a significant difference from the 2 × CO2 and 4 × CO2 simulations cannot be established. Hence, the feedback analysis for the 1.2 × CO2 simulation is not suitable to explain
the differences in climate sensitivity. This is consistent as
also the climate sensitivities of 1.2 × CO2 and 2 × CO2 do
not significantly differ for λinst (and neither for λadj).
For 4 × CO2, λinst increases by 26% relative to 2 × CO2
(Table 2). Thus, RFinst (normalized by ΔTs) drops by about
0.19 Wm−2K−1. The absolute value of the feedbacks’ sum
∑
𝛼i also decreases by 0.15 Wm−2K−1. These changes are
significant and allow an attempt to look for physical causes
by analysing the individual feedbacks.
From 2 × CO2 to 4 × CO2, αA weakens slightly by
0.03 Wm−2K−1, while αstr drops substantially by about
0.16 Wm−2K−1. These effects are dominated by an increase
of αq+LR (0.11 Wm−2K−1) and αC (0.24 Wm−2K−1). Thus,

pla

vapour and lapse rate feedback αq+LR. The feedbacks’ sum ∑αi is
shown in the right columns. Uncertainty bars for each column indicate the 95% confidence interval of the multi-year mean for each
feedback parameter. All feedbacks are displayed for the combined
(fw + bw) PRP method
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Fig. 6  Comparison between the 1.2 × CO2, 2 × CO2 and 4 × CO2
simulations for the net, shortwave (sw) and longwave (lw) cloud feedbacks. Uncertainty bars for each column indicate the 95% confidence
interval of the multi-year mean. Feedbacks are displayed for the combined (fw + bw) PRP method

the strengthening of two positive feedbacks (αq, αC) drives
the feedbacks’ sum to a significantly less negative value for
4 × CO2 (Fig. 5a). This explains the instantaneous climate
sensitivity λinst increase from 2 × CO2 to 4 × CO2 (Table 2).
We may explain the variations in stratosphere adjusted
climate sensitivity λadj (Table 1) in an analogous way as for
λinst. We derive the “stratosphere adjustment part” of αstr
from λadj and λinst as

𝛿𝛼str =

RFadj − RFinst
ΔTS

=

1
1
−
𝜆adj 𝜆inst

(8)

Thus, by subtracting the stratosphere adjustment part
of αstr, we obtain the “pure” stratospheric temperature
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feedback α*str = αstr − δαstr. It describes the radiative flux
changes which are controlled by changes in surface temperature. Figure 5b shows the new feedback balance in the
stratosphere adjustment framework. α*str almost vanishes
and thus does not significantly contribute to the feedbacks’
sum anymore. Hence, we can conclude that α*str has little
influence on λadj. Variations in λadj for CO2 increase simulations can be explained by αA, αC and αq+LR.
Overall consideration of the three CO2 increase simulations suggests that it is possible to identify crucial feedbacks which are responsible for a change in climate sensitivity. The constraint is that the forcing must not get so
small that statistical uncertainties of individual feedbacks
and of the feedbacks’ sum exceed a crucial level. This level
depends on the magnitude of the climate sensitivity differences to be explained. For the series of CO2 simulations
with an equilibrium phase of 24 years, 1 Wm−2 forcing is
obviously not large enough.
3.4 Feedback and climate sensitivity differences
for NOX + CO simulation

a

3.0

feedback parameter [Wm-2 K-1]

As shown in the previous section, feedback parameters
may depend on the magnitude of forcing. We now compare the feedback parameters of different forcing types.
Since NOX + CO and 1.2 × CO2 simulations have about the
same magnitude of RFadj, a comparison of their feedbacks
(Fig. 7) is sensible. The climate sensitivities λadj of both
simulations (Table 1) are distinguishable on a 95% significance level. This justifies an attempt to explain the efficacy
reduction of NOX + CO by a feedback analysis.
The Planck feedback αpla in NOX + CO is
(−3.16 ± 0.02) Wm−2K−1, which makes a small
but statistically significant difference to αpla of
(−3.10 ± 0.02) Wm−2K−1 in 1.2 × CO2. Changes of αq
and αLR are greater. The magnitude of both feedbacks is
larger in 1.2 × CO2 than in NOX + CO: αq increases from
b
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(1.88 ± 0.09) to (2.32 ± 0.07) Wm−2K−1 and αLR decreases
from (−0.78 ± 0.10) to (−1.18 ± 0.10) Wm−2K−1. However,
the combined feedbacks αq + LR stays almost constant. As
mentioned above, αLR and αq are closely related to the same
physical process (convection). Consequently, we can conclude that a change in the convection does not significantly
influence αq + LR and thus the efficacy. The difference of αstr
is substantial. αstr is (0.36 ± 0.03 Wm−2K−1) for NOX + CO
and (0.61 ± 0.04 Wm−2K−1) for 1.2 × CO2. αA is slightly
smaller in 1.2 × CO2 (0.31 ± 0.03 Wm−2K−1) than in
NOX + CO (0.25 ± 0.04 Wm−2K−1). αC changes more
strongly, from (0.30 ± 0.21) Wm−2K−1 in 1.2 × CO2 to
(0.08 ± 0.20) Wm−2K−1 in NOX + CO. However, the yearto-year variability of αC is so large that αC of NOX + CO
and 1.2 × CO2 cannot be distinguished on a 95% significance level. We can conclude that αpla, αA and αstr causes
the difference in the feedbacks’ sum and thus in the climate
sensitivity λinst. Moreover, we assume that αC also contributes to the variations in the feedbacks’ sum and in λinst, but
the statistical significance of αC is too low to make a conclusive statement.
Figure 7b shows the feedback balance for the stratosphere adjustment concept. As described above, we remove
the stratosphere adjustment part from αstr. Now, the pure
stratospheric temperature feedback α*str is not distinguishable between NOX + CO and 1.2 × CO2. Moreover, the feedbacks’ sum cannot be distinguished on a convincing significance level either. Consequently, it is difficult to relate
changes in feedbacks to the significant change in climate
sensitivity λadj.
Summarizing, we can identify the feedbacks which
are responsible for changes in the instantaneous climate
sensitivity (Fig. 7a). Here, the large decrease of αstr from
1.2 × CO2 to NOX + CO is part of the feedback balance.
Thus, the change in αstr is mainly responsible for the significant difference in λinst between 1.2 × CO2 and NOX + CO.
Considering the feedback analysis within the stratosphere

pla

-4.0

pla

Fig. 7  As Fig. 5, but showing the comparison of the feedback parameters for the 1.2 × CO2 and the NOX + CO simulations
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adjustment concept (Fig. 7b), the interpretation is more critical. The stronger negative feedbacks’ sum of NOX + CO is
consistent with the significant reduction of λadj (Table 1).
However, the change of the feedbacks’ sum is not statistical
significant which does not allow a fully convincing conclusion about the origins of the variations in λadj.

4 Discussion
4.1 Methodical aspects
By analysing global mean radiative feedbacks, we investigated the potential to identify the physical causes for climate sensitivity and efficacy variations of different radiative forcings. We tested a set of CO2-forced simulations as
well as a non-CO2-forced simulation. The latter has a radiative forcing of about 1 Wm−2. This is much smaller than
the CO2 forcings usually applied when performing a feedback analysis, but still requires considerable scaling of the
emissions causing the non-CO2 forcing. The crucial problem when addressing non-CO2 forcings is that they contribute less to the total anthropogenic forcing than realistic CO2
changes. This leads to statistical detection problems, as all
relevant parameters (climate sensitivity and radiative feedbacks) emerge less clearly from their internal variability.
The prospects to attribute climate sensitivity and efficacy
variations to changes in individual feedback processes can
be promising if some methodological rules are followed.
First, it is imperative to apply the PRP method with
the combination of fw and bw feedback calculations. This
ensures: (1) the additivity of the individual feedbacks and
(2) the required radiative balance closure at TOA (Fig. 3).
Neither fw nor bw calculation are sufficient in this respect,
as reported previously (e.g. Klocke et al. 2013). These two
conditions are crucial for attributing climate sensitivity
changes to feedback changes and are only fulfilled for the
combination of fw and bw PRP method.
Second, a feedback comparison of different forcing
types is only possible if the forcings have the same magnitude. The climate sensitivity depends not only on the type
but also on the magnitude of forcing. Thus, for forcings
with very different magnitude, a feedback analysis to assess
efficacy differences may become meaningless.
Third, the scaling factor applied to the non-CO2 forcing (in our case: O3 change due to the NOx and CO surface
emissions) has to be considered carefully. On the one hand,
this scaling should be as small as possible to limit non-linearities between perturbation and forcing. Test simulations
showed that the radiative forcing of the O3 pattern driving
NOX + CO (Fig. 1) is approximately linear with the scaling factor (Dietmüller 2011). On the other hand, the scaling of the forcing has to be sufficiently large to ensure that
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surface temperature response and feedback changes can be
recognized from its internal variability. Our choice to scale
the forcing to 1 Wm−2 has turned out to be just sufficient
to establish significantly different feedback parameters.
However, it becomes already problematic if cloud feedback
changes should be interpreted.
4.2 Interpretation aspects
Climate sensitivities and efficacies for different forcing
types are best compared if the radiative forcing is calculated with stratospheric temperature adjustment and
determined at the tropopause (Hansen et al. 2005; Myhre
et al. 2013). In contrast, feedback analysis is traditionally
carried out using instantaneous radiative flux changes at
TOA. These conventions exist for good reasons, but have
hindered the straightforward interpretation of the forcingfeedback balance in Sect. 3.
To address this problem, we introduce a new feedback
parameter: the stratospheric temperature feedback αstr. It
describes the instantaneous radiative flux changes at TOA
due to stratospheric temperature change caused by a forcing. αstr consistently explains variations in the instantaneous climate sensitivity λinst. However, a large part of αstr is
provided by rapid radiative adjustment to the forcing (at
least in the CO2 forced simulations) and is thus not controlled by ΔTS. By subtracting this rapid adjustment from
αstr, we obtain the “pure” stratospheric temperature feedback α*str. As a result, we can transfer the feedback analysis
to the stratosphere adjustment framework, where we can try
to explain variations in stratosphere adjusted climate sensitivity λadj. For the forcings considered in this study, changes
in α*str are so small that they do not significantly contribute
to the changes in the feedbacks’ sum.
For the simulations with a large increase in CO2
(2 × CO2 and 4 × CO2), we can identify the physical cause
for variations in λinst and λadj. For changes in λinst, the main
physical causes can be found in the stratospheric temperature, water vapour and cloud feedback. For changes in
λadj, the main physical causes are water vapour and cloud
feedback.
For the comparison of CO2 and non-CO2 increase simulations with a forcing of around 1 Wm−2, we can identify
the physical causes for variations in λinst. The responsible
feedbacks are the Planck, albedo and stratospheric temperature feedback. The cloud feedback may contribute as
well to the variations in λinst, but the large statistical variability of the cloud feedback does not convincingly support
this conclusion. If we remove the stratosphere adjustment
from the feedback analysis (by subtracting the stratospheric
temperature adjustment part from αstr), the feedbacks’ sum
is not distinguishable on the required significance level
anymore. Hence, the attempt to explain the origin of the
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variations in λadj does not yield a convincing result. This
highlights the difficult issue of scaling the forcing: in this
case 1 Wm−2 is obviously not large enough.
Hansen et al. (1997), among many others, indicated
that radiative flux changes at the tropopause, rather than
at TOA, are the most reasonable measure to estimate the
impact of a perturbation on troposphere and surface temperature. The same arguments hold for radiative feedbacks
(Geoffroy et al. 2014). The interpretation of the feedback’s
impact may strongly differ when the feedback is considered
at TOA or at the tropopause. For example, for the 2 × CO2
simulation, the stratospheric water vapour feedback contributes only 2% to the total αq (2.01 Wm−2K−1) at TOA
and 15% of the total αq (2.42 Wm−2K−1) at the tropopause.
Thus, the small contribution of the stratospheric water
vapour feedback to αq at TOA underestimates the importance of this feedback for the tropospheric response to a
forcing (Stuber et al. 2005; Heckendorn et al. 2009; Solomon et al. 2010).
The radiative balance at the tropopause is shown in
Fig. 8 (to be compared with Fig. 3 for TOA). The instantaneous radiative forcing (normalized by ΔTs) and the
feedback parameters are larger at the tropopause than at
TOA. It is obvious from Fig. 8 that forcing and feedbacks
are less balanced at the tropopause than at TOA (Fig. 3).
This leaves a residuum of the order of 0.12 Wm−2K−1,
more than twice as large as at TOA. This larger residuum
at the tropopause is physically plausible because ingoing
and outgoing radiation at the tropopause does not need to
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be balanced. Sensible and latent heat fluxes contribute to
the global energy budget at the tropopause (see also Gregory et al. 2004). An external forcing may also perturb the
contribution of these fluxes. Thus, it will be more difficult
to relate climate sensitivity changes to feedback changes at
the tropopause.

5 Conclusions and outlook
According to our results, an attempt to uncover individual feedback processes which control climate sensitivity
and efficacy variations for different types and strengths of
radiative forcings is promising. The PRP method can be
extended down to forcings of 1 Wm−2, which still provides
the potential to identify significant feedback changes. However, for feedbacks which show a high statistical variability (such as the cloud feedback) the limits of this method
are reached. The feedback analysis indicates that for a set
of CO2 increase simulations mainly the water vapour and
the cloud feedback are responsible for variations in climate
sensitivity. The reduced efficacy of ozone perturbations,
induced by enhanced NOx and CO surface emission (compared to CO2 perturbation of similar forcing magnitude), is
influenced by significant changes in the Planck and albedo
feedback. We further assume that the cloud feedback plays
an important role as well, although its statistical significance is not convincing.

Fig. 8  Additivity of feedbacks at tropopause. As Fig. 4, but the absolute value of instantaneous radiative forcing RFinst (normalized by ΔTs),
total feedback α and feedbacks’ sum ∑αi are calculated by flux changes at the tropopause
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From previous evidence on statistical uncertainty we
have concluded that the effective radiative forcing concept is not well suited to relate climate sensitivity changes
to feedback changes for forcings of around 1 Wm−2. For
such small forcings, the statistical uncertainty of the various parameters is too high. Thus, we have preferred to
use the more conventional definition of radiative forcing and climate sensitivity based on the concept of the
stratosphere adjustment. However, this made the interpretation of the results more difficult. The climate sensitivities are deduced from the stratosphere adjusted radiative
forcing at the tropopause, but the feedbacks are based on
instantaneous radiative flux changes at TOA. This difficulty could be solved by introducing a dedicated stratospheric temperature feedback which is separated from the
tropospheric Planck and lapse rate feedbacks. However,
it is obvious that the larger part of the stratospheric temperature feedback is related to rapid adjustments to the
forcing rather than controlled by changes in the surface
temperature.
Advancements in the methodology applied in this study
are certainly possible. Longer equilibrium simulations or
ensembles of simulations (for methods involving regression
analysis of spin-up phases) rather than only one simulation
for each forcing type would give better signal to noise ratios
(Forster et al. 2016). An attempt to include the method of
stratospheric temperature adjustment into the PRP tool may
also be worthwhile. It would attribute stratospheric temperature changes induced by water vapour and cloud feedback to the respective feedbacks. This would considerably
improve the interpretability of radiative feedbacks and the
consistency in explaining efficacy differences.
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